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How to Update a Hand Me Down Dresser
I love gif t-wrap and I also love anything and everything having to do with typef aces. So it is no surprise to
me that I have had my eye on this vintage typographer gif t-wrap ever since Emily over at Jones Design
Company posted about it as well as many other pretty papers she uses.
I wanted to f ind a way I could use this gif t-wrap where
I could enjoy the pattern in my daily lif e instead of only
wrapping gif ts with it and giving it away. When I
started to update my guest room I got an idea on how
I could incorporate it into the room. T he gif t-wrap
comes in 20” x 28” sheets that cost $4.00 each. I
needed 3 to cover the top of my dresser and the
drawer pulls. You can f ind it here at LuxPapeire.com
Before
T his piece of hand me down f urniture looks nice in
this photo, but the top and lef t side have cracks in
them. It would need too much work and expense to f ix
, so I am going to add my own style to it using the gif twrap and paint.

Supplies Needed
Paint
Kilz Stain Blocking Primer – Original Formula
Glass Beads - I got mine at The Dollar Tree

Mod Podge – Matte finish
Sandpaper
2″ -angled Purdy brush
Paint roller
Clear Glue – I usedAleene’s Platinum Bond Glass and Bead

My color scheme f or the room: white, beige, tan, black, and purple.
I painted the dresser white f irst. T he paint is a mix of whites that I had a bit of each– Sherwin Williams
Creamy and Alabaster. I added them together so I would have enough to cover the dresser. I roughed up
the wood just a tiny bit with sandpaper. Cleaned it up with a tack cloth and then rolled on two coats of
Original Kilz stain blocking primer. Kilz comes in a f ew dif f erent f ormulas, but the Original one is the best in
my opinion. Let that dry and then I applied two light coats of the white paint I mixed together. I used the
best roller I could af f ord and an angled 2″ Purdy brush to paint the edges of each drawer and the trim on
the bottom.
I didn’t like the drawer pulls, but it was not in my budget to buy new ones, so I had to come up with a way to
make them more interesting. I removed them f rom the dresser, washed and then spray painted them white.

Since the gif t-wrap has a tan background, I wanted to add a bit of it into the pulls. T hey also needed a bit
of contrast and I was inspired to add the f lat glass beads af ter seeing glass number knobs at
Anthropologie.
1. Cut letters out to the shape of flat glass beads.
2. Use clear glue to attach the cut-outs to the back of flat glass beads.
3. Glue beads on to center of drawer pulls and let dry. Rough up edges of pulls with a small piece of
sandpaper.
4. Attach to the dresser.

Adhering the Giftwrap
1. Use Mod Podge to attach the sheets of gif t-wrap to the top of the dresser. I f igured out the placement
of the gif t-wrap f irst and then spread a thick coat of Mod Podge on the top of the dresser where the f irst
sheet would go.
2. Line up the paper and leave enough to turn over to the underside of the top. Lay the sheet on and then
use your brush and spread more Mod Podge on top of the paper.
3. Make sure you press out all the air bubbles. If you get an air bubble and you can’t remove it. Caref ully
cut the paper with a mat knif e and then use the tip of the knif e to hold the paper up so you can get some
Mod Podge under the section. Press it back down and smooth it over. Once it is dry you won’t notice. When
using Mod Podge – especially on large pieces you are going to get a f ew wrinkles, but in this case – they
look good – like leather. Use your brush or f ingers to make sure that the gif t-wrap is adhered to the
underside of top.
4. Repeat the process f or each sheet of gif t-wrap. I had to piece the back section as the sheets were not
as deep as my dresser. On the corners I lef t the excess hang over and then cut a diagonal line to the
corner then turned the excess under and used more Mod Podge to make sure it adhered.

5. Af ter the f irst coat of Mod Podge was dry, I added a second coat.

After

I am thrilled with the way it came out. T he most expensive part was the gif t-wrap that cost me just under
$15 with the shipping.
T he glass beads were $1.00 f or a pouch f illed with them that I f ound at T he Dollar Tree.

To learn how I attached the mirrors above the dresser in a 3D ef f ect. you You will f ind it:
How to Create a 3D Mirror Gallery Wall
***
More Furniture Makeovers

Bef ore and Af t er Round Table wit h Woven St rips of Gif t wrap
Trash t o Dollar St ore Treasure Dresser
Or see myFurnit ure Makeover Project Gallery

